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Third quarter GDP
falls 0.3%

The Commerce Department reported
that the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) fell at a rate of 0.3% in the
third quarter this year, which comes a
day after the Federal Reserve cut the federal funds rate, which is the rate banks
charge each other on overnight loans,
to 1%. Although the GDP grew at a 2.8%
rate last quarter, mainly due to the $168
billion economic stimulus program, the
economy slowed this quarter due to
shaken consumer confidence after the
worldwide credit crisis became public.
The National Bureau of Economic Research has yet to announce when and
if they will make a determination that
the country has entered a recession.
They are the official decision-makers on
whether or not a recession has occurred.
A recession is defined as two consecutive quarters of negative GDP.

The end of the
red British
telephone booth?
Telecommunications company BT says
it wants to remove 400 of the iconic red
telephone booths from operation, and is
in talks with local authorities on what to
do with 4,000 more of them. This amount
represents more than one-third of the
country’s 12,700 red telephone booths.
These telephone booths, while seen as
an iconic image in Britain, are increasingly unused, as their necessity and usage
has been reduced since the advent of cell
phones and wide-spread home landline
phones. The ﬁrst series of these telephone
booths appeared in 1924, and have been
reﬁned several times. The most widespread model is called the “K6” and was
released in 1932.

Missile silo ﬁre went
undetected

A May 23 ﬁre caused $1 million worth of
damage at an unmanned underground nuclear launch site, but the Air Force wasn’t
aware of the ﬁre until ﬁve days after. The
ﬁre burned itself out after two hours, and
safety systems prevented an accidental
launch of the Minuteman III missile. The
Air Force has not stated whether or not the
missile was armed with a nuclear warhead
at the time. A repair crew discovered the
evidence of the ﬁre on May 28, after being notiﬁed of a wiring problem. The ﬁre
has been blamed on a faulty battery charger. The Air Force has said that the battery
charges have been replaced at all US missile launch sites. There was no risk of radiation release due to the ﬁre.
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Noel Spurgeon

Staff Writer
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n response to the controversy generated by
the proposed Rose-Hulman logo change, an informational meeting was held
on Wednesday, October 29.
The purpose of the meeting,
hosted by Bryan Taylor and
Jim Goecker, was to outline
the reasons behind the proposed logo change, and answer any questions students,
staff, or alumni may have
had regarding the development of and purpose behind
the new logo.
The purpose of the new
logo stated in the presentation was to present a more
unified, recognizable image
to the public about RoseHulman. Currently, many
logos are in use for different
aspects of the school, which
the school’s leadership believes presents a fragmented
image to the public. By replacing these many logos
with a single logo, the administration hopes to create
an easily identifiable symbol
associated with Rose-Hulman, a symbol that also
represents a new marketing
campaign to increase the
school’s visibility and recognition not only in the Midwest, but across the country.
Many concepts were created by the graphic design firm
hired to design the new RoseHulman logo, but the current
proposition was selected
based on input from alumni,
prospective students, and
40 current students who
were placed in focus groups

“
“

to evaluate
the designs.
The
‘sine
wave’ design
currently
being suggested is the
design that
was the best
received of
the possible
s e l e c t i o n s.
Howe v e r,
no marketing data was
taken to determine how
the reception of the
proposed
logo compares to that
of the current logo.
After the
Tim Ekl/Rose-Thorn
completion
of the pre- Bryan Taylor, Director of Communications and Marketing; Mark Lindemood, Vice
President for Institutional Advancement; and Jim Goecker, Vice President of Ensentation,
the meeting rollment Management, speak at the October 29 Logo Information session.
was opened
for discussion and questions by the at- meeting was that the 40 ness trying to sell a product
tendants. Student commen- current students surveyed than an educational family.
tary ranged from satisfaction during the development Also, students did not feel
to hatred with the design and of the new logo could not there was anything wrong
selection process of the new adequately reflect the feel- with the original logo, and
logo. However, the majority ings of the student body as that the Institute should not
of the statements made dur- a whole, and that the ap- have to change to conform
ing this portion of the meet- pearance of the logo on to others’ expectations of
ing reflected at least some the Homecoming banners what a college should be.
Although nothing is “set
degree of dissatisfaction brought into question if
with either the logo or the student opinions were even in stone” according to Mr.
process, and most of these considered. Those in at- Goecker, ideally, the marketstatements revolved around tendance who objected to ing team would move fortwo central points: a lack of the logo change itself had a ward with the switch. Howstudent input in the design variety of reasons for their ever, the vocal objection on
process, and the necessity of objections, but one of the the part of the student body
changing the logo.
most prominent complaints indicates that the controverAn objection to the selec- was that it made Rose-Hul- sy over the proposed switch
tion process raised in the man feel more like a busi- could be far from over.

The style guide and marketing initiative are much -needed, but using
the existing logos which have recognition value would be better.
They’ve not made a case for a new logo.
-John Becker, Class of 1989

In this issue of the Rose Thorn...
Demons, Vampires, and
Star Wars

Oboma-bot ‘08
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I’m pleased we had so many people show up… I’d have been disappointed if no one had showed up. It [participation] is certainly appreciated and really enjoyed. At the same time, there will have to be more
give and take here. We didn’t expect everyone to be happy—we can’t
lose sight of the logo in scope of the marketing, some place out there
there’s a common ground.
-Jim Goecker, Vice-President of Enrollment Management
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vote again
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A new image, a new logo
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The Rose Thorn

Find the answers to all Rose Thorn puzzles at:

Find these hidden words:
candyapples
cat
halloween
corn
maze
horror
bloody
headless

frankenstein
witch
ghost
werewolf
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e
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Across
Ancient Celtic festival
Child psychiatrist
Chiroptera
Divination
Irish fruit cake
Hide and ____

!
Find
Word

augh

b
Brum

What word goes in the blank?
Down
1
Carved squash
2
Fear of 13
3
Furry little problem
4
Irish game
5
Rob
6
Magic
7
Grotesque sprite

CLASSIFIEDS
Sharp Flats, LLC
Want your own place and still be able to walk to Rose in a few minutes? Check out Sharp Flats East. We have one-bedrooms, $460
(with electric), furnished studios starting at $395 (with utilities), and efﬁciencies starting at $360 (with utilities).
We have wireless Internet, furnished units, lots of parking, and laundry facilities. Don’t forget to check out the Trails End Cafe too!
We are located at the ﬁrst stoplight east of Rose-Hulman at 40 (Wabash Ave.) and Hunt Road. Check us out at sharpﬂats.com, or call
us at (812) 877-1146. You’ll love the convenient location, having your own bathroom, space and our great prices! Pet friendly!

Two bedroom house

Comfortable house for rent to Rose students

Four minutes to Rose
Near stadium at Wabash and Brown Avenue
Just remodeled, off street parking in privacy fenced back yard, air, ADT, clean, 24/7
maintenance, fridge and range and washer dryer hookup, well maintained.
6 month lease. $475 plus utilities
478-9286

Short drive 10-15 minutes from campus in Riley, past the new Wal-Mart on 46. Two bedrooms plus a full bath downstairs. Two bedrooms and an alcove plus a full bath upstairs.
Living room with ﬁreplace, dining room,
large kitchen with dishwasher and garbage disposal, large rec room, attached oversize
2 car garage.
All appliances provided including washer and dryer. Central A/C.
Mostly furnished. $250 per month per student plus share of utilities.
Landlord pays water and sewer.
Space available for 2 students starting this Winter Quarter.
Campus ext-8317 or 240-4774.
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Football trys for HCAC Championship

Tim Boyer

Copy Editor

T

he Rose-Hulman football
team could clinch their ﬁrst
ever trip to the NCAA Division III Playoffs and earn their ﬁrst
conference title since 1988.
The football team has played
ﬁve Heartland Collegiate Athletic
Conference (HCAC) games and
won all of them. Tomorrow afternoon in Franklin, Ind., the Fightin’
Engineers will be looking for the
HCAC win that will be the culmi-

nation of all the work the football
team has put in. Franklin College is
the only other undefeated team in
the HCAC, but has one less win so
far this season, leaving Rose-Hulman at the top of the conference
standings.
But this game is going to be the
biggest challenge the Engineers
face this season. Looking at Rose’s
statistics versus Franklin’s, a win is
not impossible. The Engineers will
have to have a game where they
perform above their average and
respond to all of Franklin’s scores,

something not unheard of.
Franklin has a powerful offense led by senior quarterback
Chad Rupp, who in his career
has completed 66% of his passes.
Of the seven games Franklin has
played, they have scored at least
40 points in four of them and at
least 30 in six, with their lowest
score being 27.
But while the Grizzlies have
established a strong offense,
racking up an impressive 423.7
yards per game (ypg) of total offense, the amount they have al-

lowed is a fairly high 341.9 yards
per game. In addition, 75% of
their powerful offense is passing,
only averaging about 101.6 ypg
of rushing, one category where
Franklin has been edged out by
their opponents.
Rose-Hulman has many ways
to gain yards on opponents. Junior mechanical engineering
major quarterback Derek Eitel
has completed an impressive
56.4% of his passes, gaining an
average of 156.9 ypg. In addition
to Eitel, there is junior chemi-

cal engineering major running
back Calvin Bueltel who has averaged a whopping 117.9 ypg in
rushing.
Tomorrow should prove to
be an interesting matchup, depending on how well Rose executes their game and how much
of a threat the Grizzlies believe
the Engineers to be. Luckily (or
not, depending on your view),
weather should not be a factor,
with the forecast of sunny skies
and a temperature of close to 70
degrees.

Tim Ekl/Rose-Thorn

Shown is Dr. Terrence Casey’s American Government class in the ﬁnal 2008 presidential election debate. Pictured from left to right: Sophomore mechanical engineering student Matt
Gioe; sophomore chemical engineering student Stutay Monga; sophomore biomedical engineering student Kacie Dowers; and freshman chemistry student Daniel Robertson

U. Florida students build Obama-campaiging robot

David Cumming
Independant Florida
Aligator
It crawled down the Turlington
Plaza pavement Tuesday afternoon, clenching its iron ﬁsts and
beaming its blue eyes at everyone
in its path.
ObamaBot, a nearly 6-foottall, student-made robot, drew
a crowd of followers in its wake
like a marching band conductor
on wheels, waving its android
arms with Barack Obama campaign posters from side to side
in response to the remote control
held by one of its creators.
“This is the ﬁrst phase in demonstration robots,” said Bryan
Hood, an electrical and mechanical engineering junior, who
thought of the project a month
ago. “The long-run goal is to have
robotic marches on Washington,”
Hood said.

ObamaBot’s campaign attack
was kept secret until its strike
at Michelle Obama’s downtown
rally Oct. 22. The robot has made
campus
appearances
since
Thursday.
“We’re trying to get people
aware of the early voting and
get people to vote who wouldn’t
have voted otherwise,” Hood
said.
Camilo Buscaron, a UF sophomore, and Andres Vargas, a mechanical engineering graduate
student, worked with Hood during their machine intelligence
lab behind closed doors. Even
their lab professor didn’t know
what they were building.
“Obama’s message is important to us, and the way we went
about it — through robotics
— was something we all could
relate to,” Buscaron said.
The machine is the result of
two weeks of construction and

$250 of their own funds. After
three all-nighters during the ﬁ-

nal stages of assembly, ObamaBot could blink its eyes, move
its arms and roll and rotate 360
degrees at 4 mph.

“Rather than holding up a
sign saying “vote early,” we built
something that we all could enjoy and that represents our political beliefs,” Vargas said.
Its anatomy, which consists
of remote-control motors, batteries and transmitter receivers,
came from the students’ spare
parts collection, Vargas said.
“We wanted to make it flashy,
yet simple,” he said.
Other purchased pieces include an LCD screen, light-up
eyes and an outer wood skeleton masked by shiny metallic
paint. “It was a robot on a budget,” Buscaron said.
ObamaBot’s campus debut
was met with stares from some
students and cell-phone cameras from others.
“It at least gets people talking
about the election,” said Daron
Williams, a coordinator for Florida PIRG New Voters Project,

who was on Turlington Plaza
telling students about early voting.
Two-year-old Safya Burke, of
Tampa, approached the robot,
which stood almost four times
her size, without hesitation
Thursday. She reached out her
hand, touching its shiny surface, and quickly retracted in
laughter.
The next phase in “Obatics”
is to create a more lifelike face
than the current bright orange
Styrofoam head and add voice
activation that would utter
Obama’s campaign slogans to
passersby, Hood said.
“We all know that robots represent change and the future,”
he said. “Potentially, we can
have a lot of them, much more
so than ourselves. Maybe in another four years, we’ll deploy a
bunch of these and campaign
everywhere.”

does not have a similar feature
because he has sent out messages through Facebook while under
the inﬂuence of alcohol.
Shawn Taylor, a senior majoring in marketing, said he has
never e-mailed while intoxicated,
but he too has sent messages
through Facebook and regretted
it later.
“[Mail Goggles] is not going to
stop nobody,” he said, but added,
“It might be good if you’re drunk,
because [then] you’re not going
to bust [through] those math
questions.”
Megan Lewis, a senior majoring in communication, said she
does not usually drunk e-mail or
drunk dial.
“It is annoying because, ﬁrst
of all, people drunk dial, people
don’t usually drunk e-mail,” she
said. “It’s not logical, especially
for people who use e-mail professionally,” she said.
UT President Lloyd Jacobs said

this new feature may be an annoyance.
“Gee, I hope [the program is
not compulsory for every user]
because I do a lot of weekend
work,” he said. “I don’t want to
have to do [the math questions].”
He added, however, that it is an
interesting idea and he is open to
trying it.
Shanese Moore, a junior majoring in social work, said drunk
e-mails aren’t that big a deal.
“I’ve texted and called people
[while intoxicated] before, but
it’s not like you’re driving,” Moore
said. “Who cares if you send email while drunk? I don’t e-mail a
lot so that doesn’t affect me.”
Jacobs agreed that there are
more important issues to be concerned about.
“There are far more worries
than sending out an e-mail you’ll
regret,” he said. “[It] is doing
something [or] hurting someone
that you’ll regret. I would much

prefer putting time, money [and]
effort into [preventing] drinking
and driving.”
Interim Dean of Students Michelle Martinez said she does not
think this feature will make a difference.
“I haven’t seen this behavior of
sending e-mail out [while intoxicated] as a problem,” she said.
Martinez said she does not see
the need for drunk-prooﬁng emails.
“So far, students who e-mail
me are very respectful and only
e-mail me when they need help,”
she said.
“[Students] would know that it
would be detrimental to send an
e-mail to a faculty member while
they are not sober, so I don’t think
that it will be a trend,” she said. “I
think students are smarter than
that.”
“All of us, I think, are responsible for what we do day and night,
whether we have a drink or not,”

“

Rather than hold-

ing up a sign saying

‘vote early,’ we built
something that we

all could enjoy and

”

repreents our political beliefs

Google attempts to stop drunk e-mails

Melissa Chi

The Independant
Collegian
Google is trying to drunk proof
its users’ late-night e-mails. A
new optional feature on Google’s
Gmail service called “Mail Goggles” aims to prevent e-mails
from being sent out while the
user is intoxicated.
The Gmail engineer who designed the program, Jon Perlow,
wrote in the ofﬁcial Gmail blog
that he came up with the idea after sending an e-mail to a former
girlfriend and later regretted doing so.
Once enabled, the program
will by default activate every
night from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. on
weekends and includes ﬁve math
questions the user must answer
within 60 seconds in order to
send an e-mail.
“Hopefully, Mail Goggles will
prevent many of you out there

from sending messages you wish
you hadn’t,” Perlow wrote.
“It’s a good idea if you don’t
want to drunk e-mail [someone],” said Lia Seibert, a freshman majoring in business. “It’s a
good safeguard for that, but there
is always ways around it like asking someone [else] to take the
test.”
She added that this feature
can prevent students from doing
something rash, which may affect their grades.
“If someone is mad at the professor and wants to say something stupid, [Mail Goggles] will
keep you from saying something
you’ll regret later,” Seibert said.
But some students disagreed.
“That’s stupid,” said Antonio
Allen, a junior majoring in education. “What if there’s an important e-mail you have to send
late at night and can’t answer the
math questions?”
He said he’s glad Facebook

ENTERTAINMENT
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Hellboy, “The Crooked Man”
parts one through three
Ben Collins
Entertainment
Editor
Set in 1958 during Hellboy’s early days
in the B.P.R.D., this three-part story follows
Hellboy’s brief stint in the Appalachian
Mountains, Virginia. That being said,
Hellboy isn’t the central character to this
story arc and fulﬁlls more of a supporting role against some of the supernatural.
The protagonist is Tom Ferrell, a man who
attempted witchcraft as a child. Tom’s return home comes at an awkward time as
it appears the witches within the region,
mainly his original guide into witchcraft,
have been causing trouble. Upon Tom and
Hellboy’s intervention, the devil that gave
Tom his power, the Crooked Man, begin
to pursue him to claim Tom and whatever
power he attained.
This short story, while not being as action packed as any of Mike Mignola’s
other Hellboy related series, is actually a
very satisfying read. The story is devoted
more to the emotions and the experience

of Tom as he casts off the evil that has
plagued him.
The story does not stray from the beaten path of grotesqueness typical of a horror genre, but it also dives into the deeper
issues of evil. Tom originally sought the
path of evil though curiosity as a child
and it cost him his normal life. He stopped
running, though, and sought to rectify his
life. It’s cliché, but the story was still compelling.
Richard Corben’s art for this story was
also very appropriate; it was always very
dark and reﬂective of the general horror
theme. Some of the frames are especially
creepy and display the sadistic nature of
the evil that plagues Tom.
For Hellboy fans, this story is a tangent,
but it is still worth the read. For everybody
else, this is a good story for would-be Hellboy fans to at least grab onto the series
without becoming lost in back story.

Music:

Fallout 3

Safe Trip Home
Guitar Hero:
Brad Praisley

World Tour

Play
Fable II
DVD:
The Incredible Hulk

Midnight Club:
Los Angeles

Vampire Hunter D
Volume11: Pale Fallen Angel
Annie Bullock
Guest Writer
Vampire Hunter D chronicles the
story of D, a hunter, and his vampiric
employer, Baron Balazs, as they travel
towards Krauhausen, where it will be
D’s job to kill the Baron’s father. The
plot behind the story is fairly interesting and the alternate world where this
story takes place is an intriguing mix
of normal life, fantasy, and fantastic
science fiction. The author’s use of detail is incredibly graphic. Some of his
scenes are so vivid, the reader feels as
if they could be standing in the middle
of a furious battle between D and some
monster.
However, as good as the writing style
is and as interesting as the plot is, relatively little happens in the entire book.
Every other page, D seems to be fighting assassins, aliens, mythological
monsters, and even the odd robot or
two, but the reader never learns why
the assassins are after them or why they
want to kill the Baron’s father or where
the aliens went after wreaking massive
havoc on earth for millennia.
Another major issue with the book is

Eli Baca
Staff Writer
Following the end of the television
series, Buffy is the general of the Slayer
Army—wanted by the Government, hated by the public, and the new punching
bag for the unknown villain, Twilight—
but now she’s managed to jump a century in time, landing in Milaka Fray’s territory and having a hard time believing
that the future has only one Slayer.
Written by Joss Whedon with art by
Karl Moline, Time of Your Life shows
our Scooby Gang divided and questioning their actions while also facing a villain from the past—Dark Willow. While
bringing in another old plot line may

the characters’ lack of emotion. It was
difficult to get into the story because
there was no way to empathize with any
of the characters. None of them seemed
to have emotions or feelings, especially
D, who seems shallow and cold. The
reader is more inclined to sympathize
with the vampires because at least they
show some confusion over who and
what D is.
A friend of mine saw me reading this book and told me that there
is a manga and an anime series that
preceded this book. This might explain why there is so little emotion,
but a great amount of detail. This book
would be good for a reader who enjoys
lots of detail (especially bloody battles)
but does not want to get involved with
characters’ emotions. I think this sotry
is probably better in either (manga or
anime) form, but I will probably get the
2nd book in the series just to see if they
ever actually make it to Krauhausen.
The final and more astonishing point is D is supposed to be the
most feared vampire hunter in the land;
however, he made it through an entire
314 page book and never killed a single
one!

seem like a drag, Dark Willow is much
less
psycho-killer-skins-people-alive
and much more Drusilla-crazy-cryptic-speaker-person who is trying to kill
Buffy when she’s all alone.
The arc flows perfectly and keeps readers on edge to see the finale—which,
much like the first time we saw Fray, is
postponed to release until November.
Each character is going through hard
times, and nothing should remain the
same when, and if, Miss Summers manages to make it back to her own timeline.
Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 5 elephants

Star Wars: Rebellion
Eli Baca

Games:

Dido

Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
“Time of Your Life” part three

Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 4 elephants

New Releases for Nov. 4th

The Rose Thorn

Staff Writer
Rebellion follows the Rebel Alliance
directly after the Battle of Yavin, and the
“Small Victories” arc is a story about Rebel
One, the ship housed by Luke and Leia.
The crew ﬁndsitself stuck next to Bannistar Station, one of the main fueling stations for the Empire, and decides to go
on a suicide mission to destroy the place.
Obviously things never go according to
plan and everyone except Deena Shan
and another crew member end up being
held captive awaiting transport to the Emperor.
“Small Victories”, much like many other
Star Wars stories, is about getting through
tough times, and learning about oneself.
Deena Shan ﬁnds hope when she’s all
alone, and it’s this idea of hope that keeps

the Alliance from falling apart. Also, when
she starts gaining conﬁdence in herself,
she’s able to make a huge difference in the
battle while managing to catch Luke’s attention—sexual tension? I think so.
Jeremy Barlow has written a very good
script, with minimal boring needless dialogue, keeping the characters fresh and
very much human. The emotional turmoil
of Deena Shan is something that many
people face daily—the questioning of
oneself—and the reader is able to see how
she overcomes the insecurity—she grabs
a piece of glass and stabs the bad guy in
the leg! Her many small victories lead to
the ultimate saving of the day, and if you
can win enough battles, you can win the
war.
Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 4 elephants
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Engineer Scoreboard

Stephen
Boedicker

Swimming and Diving
October 25
Rose-Hulman Relays
Terre Haute, IN

M-1st W-2nd

Riﬂe
Tim Boyer
Copy Editor
A true athlete works hard to
constantly improve themselves
and advance their skill and ability. One good example here at
Rose-Hulman is senior mechanical engineering major Stephen
Boedicker. As a member of the
cross-country team and indoor
and outdoor track teams, he has
been consistently improving his
team since he started running for
Rose.
Last year he had a top time
in the eight kilometer race for
the Heartland Collegiate Athletic
(HCAC) cross-country championship, earning him a spot on the
All-HCAC team. This year, Boedicker has improved tremendously,
finishing first at the Earlham Invitational with a time of 26:40, three
seconds better than the first place
time recorded at last year’s HCAC
championship.
Boedicker took some time to
answer some questions for the
Rose Thorn.
Rose Thorn: How long have you
been running track and crosscountry?
Stephen Boedicker: I have been
running cross country and track
since I was in 7th grade. My dad
always ran so I figured these
sports would be a good fit.
RT: You have steadily improved
your time over the past couple
years. What do you do to keep
getting better and better?

SB: I think my improvement
over the past few years comes
from putting in a lot of miles in
the off-season and training hard
when the season starts. It has also
helped that my training has been
consistent and I have a great
group of guys here at Rose to run
workouts with. We can push each
other on the hard days and it’s
also nice to have a group like that
on those days when you just need
to get out and put in the slower
miles.
RT: Your winning time at Earlham this year (26:40) is three
seconds better than the best
time at the HCAC meet last
year (26:43). Do you think that’s
a good indicator of where you
rank this year in the HCAC?
SB: I really hope so. I am going
into conference this year with
the expectation that I need to put
myself in a position to win and
then it comes down to trusting
the training and having an ultracompetitive mindset. I also need
to make sure I am near the front
for our team, we have the goal of
winning conference and every
place is going to be crucial.
RT: How did it feel to ﬁnish ﬁrst
at the Earlham Invitational this
year?
SB: It felt great getting the win
at Earlham. It was the first time
I had ever won a cross country
race at any level so it was pretty
special to get that experience
as a senior in college. It made
it even better when the team

won and we knocked off regionally ranked Otterbein, that was a
pretty special meet.
RT: What’s the most meaningful award or recognition that
you’ve received?
SB: Being name HCAC Runner
of the Week after my victory at
Earlham is the most meaningful
recognition I have ever received
in my running career. I had just
missed out on the award the
week before when a conference
rival edged me by a second so
to win the race at Earlham and
be recognized by the conference
was a huge honor that meant a
lot to me.
RT: How has participating in a
varsity sport had an effect on
your experience at Rose?
SB: Participating in a varsity
sport at Rose has been such a
great experience. It has helped
me a lot with my time management and also helped my ability to prioritize what needs to be
done when. It has helped provide
a good distraction at times when
homework and tests seem a little
overwhelming. Most importantly
it has given me a great group of
guys to run with over the past
four years.
RT: Do you have any plans on
staying involved in long distance running after Rose?
SB: I plan on staying involved
in distance running once I leave
Rose-Hulman. I would like to do
a fall marathon next year, most

Philadelphia overcomes rain and Rays
to win ﬁrst World Series in 28 years
Eric Hollenkamp
Guest Writer
You could call it a matchup of
two Cinderellas. The Philadelphia Phillies, who have lost more
baseball games than any team in
MLB history, and the Tampa Bay
Rays, who had never had a winning season before this year. In
all fairness, they h
have
ave only been
a in existence for a decade, but in
that decade they never reached
.500 and hav
have
e only placed better
than last once
once..
Maybe it was dropping the
Devil from their team name, or
maybe it was the fact that they
played well as a team
team;; an accomplishment which made them the
MLB story of the year as the ‘most
improved team ever.’
Despite all of their newfound
success, however, the performances by players such as Chase
Utley, Ryan Howard, and World
Series MVP and pitching ace Cole
Hamels proved to be too much
for the young Rays team. The
city of Philadelphia hasn’t had
the best of luck recently with its
professional sports teams, with
one of them winning a championship in 25 years. Let’s just say
the Philly fans have been waiting
a long time for this.

Each team had a tough road to
becoming their respective leagu
league
e
champions. The Rays had to win
in what was arguably the toughest division in baseball. The Red
Sox and the Yankees were in the
division race up until the very
end. As close as the AL East race
was, however, the NL East was
just as tough for the Phillies
Phillies..
The New York Mets and Florida Marlins were breathing down
their necks up until the last week
of the season.
season. Once they reached
the playoffs, however, each team
had a fairly easy road, with the
exception being the Rays-Red
Sox playoff matchup. The Phillies
beat the Brewers three games to
one in the National League Division Series, the Dodgers four
games to one in the National
League Championship Series,
and finally the Rays four games
to one to win the World Series.
The Rays beat the White Sox
three games to one in the American League Division Series, beat
the Red Sox four games to three
in the American League Championship Series, and of course then
fell to the Phillies.
The Rays and Phillies met on
October 22 for Game 1 of the
World Series
Series.. The
The Phillies, led by
Hamels’ dominating pitching

performance, beat the Rays 3 to
2. Game 2 went to the Rays with
an equally impressive pitching
performance by Rays’ starting
pitcher James Shields. The Phillies ended up winning Game 3 by
a score of 5 to 4 thanks in most
part to home runs by Carlos Ruiz,
Chase Utley, and Ryan Howard.
Game 4, unlike the first three
games, ended up being a blowout with the Phillies winning
winning by a
score of 10-2. Ryan Howard had
two home runs and 3 runs batted
in for the Phillies.
Game 5 turned out to be a very
interesting situation
situation.. The game
was postponed due to rain in the
middle of the six
sixth
th inning with
the score tied 2-2. It didn’t resume until two days later, when
the Phillies just had three innings
of baseball left to play before they
would be crowned World Series
champions. The Phillies’ four
fourth
th
and winning run came when Pedro Feliz hit home Eric Bruntlett.
In the top of the 9th inning Brad
Lidge ccame
ame in and clos
closed
ed out the
game by striking out Eric Hinske, giving the Phillies their first
World Series win in 28 years. I
think players such as Jimmy Rollins and Shane Victorino in the
post game interviews said it best,
“It’s been a long time comin’.”

October 25
Morehead State University
Terre Haute, IN

2nd of 2

Men’s Soccer
11-4-3 (6-0-1)

Women’s Soccer
9-5 (3-2)

October 25
Rose-Hulman
2
at Manchester College 1

October 25
Rose-Hulman
1
at Manchester College 2

October 26
Rose-Hulman
at Franklin College

3
0

October 26
Rose-Hulman
at Franklin College

7
0

October 29
DePauw University
at Rose-Hulman

0
0

October 29
DePauw University
at Rose-Hulman

2
3

Football
7-1 (5-0)

Volleyball
18-14 (2-5)

October 24
Bluffton University
at Rose-Hulman

14
44

October 25
Rose-Hulman
at Bluffton University

0
3

October 26
Rose-Hulman
at Defiance College

1
3

October 29
Anderson University
at Rose-Hulman

Men’s soccer @ Rendel Field
2 p.m.
Women’s soccer @ Rendel Field
12 p.m.

3
1

Swimming and Diving @ SRC Pool

likely Chicago and then move on
to other big city marathons such
as Boston and New York. Even

At home tomorrow

1 p.m.

when I decide to stop running
marathons I am sure I will continue running to stay in shape.

Three goals in
eight minutes
Tim Boyer

Senior computer science major
and goalkeeper Isaac Heyveld has
only allowed 12 goals in his playWith a win tomorrow, the men’s ing time, saving 81% of the shots
soccer team could capture the first made on goal by opponents. He
ever regular season conference has gone six games with no goals
championship in program history. allowed. Since he has been in goal,
The Engineers, who are current- opponents have only scored about
ly in first place in the Heartland every 113 minutes of playing time.
Collegiate Athletic
(That’s three minConference (HCAC)
utes more than a
with a record of 6full game and two
0-1, face off against
overtime periods.)
the Yellow Jackets
Junior mechanifrom Defiance (1-6
cal
engineering
HCAC) tomorrow at
major Rhys Evans
2 p.m. at Jim Rendel
played in 14 games
Field in a game that
and scored 10 goals
could earn Rose
and added two asthe top spot in the
sists. He averages at
HCAC and hosting
least two shots on
rights for the HCAC
Rose-Hulman News goal a game, maktournament.
ing it in 60% of the
The men’s soccer Corbin Clow in recent action time. Sophomore
against Franklin College
team has compiled
civil engineering
impressive statismajor Corbin Clow
tics so far this season, some that has also added six goals and three
are very telling of their ability to assists in the 12 games he has been
do well. They have outscored their able to play in.
opponents by a margin of 33-21,
If the Engineers win this Saturonly allowing a goal about every day, they will play their first game
80 minutes of play. They have also of the HCAC tournament Wednesoutshot their opponents by a larger day, November 5th in the early afmargin of 256-189.
ternoon at Jim Rendel Field.
Copy Editor
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OPINIONS
Not my president

Jeff Miller
Guest Writer

On the other side, we have
John McCain, who wants to issue
$5000 insurance coupons (that
can be taxed) and let everyone
pick there own plan. I can only
speak for my own household,
but $5000 is hardly adequate.
It’s kind of like Safe Auto: the
bare minimum coverage. While
this will keep you out of trouble
with the law in a typical automobile escapade, it is not a very
good philosophy when the task
is keeping your family healthy.
I am not pleased with this plan.
As for education, his website
is rife with buzzwords like “accountability,” and generally fails
to convey anything substantive. According to his website,
he plans to “encourage alternative certiﬁcation methods
that open the door for highly
motivated teachers to enter the
ﬁeld.” Highly motivated teach-

ers are already in the ﬁeld. What
we need is something to create
more motivation, e.g. better pay
and beneﬁts, less standardization. Standardized tests force
teachers to teach mechanically.
They are supposed to be teaching the youth of our nation how
to use their minds, not crunch
through long multiple choice
tests that do nothing useful.
In a very basic sense, then, I am
for Obama domestic policy and
McCain foreign policy. But since
these don’t mix, where does that
leave me? Basically between a
rock and a hard place. My ideal
candidate does not exist. Since I
am forced to choose between to
bads, I choose Obama, because
I dislike him less than I dislike
McCain. Polls place Obama ten
points ahead of McCain, as of
10-28-08. Get ready America,
it’s gonna be a bumpy ride.

So here we are, down to the
last week of the presidential
race. With only a few days left to
contemplation, it’s time to make
a decision. Over the last several
weeks, most of us have been
watching the race unfold largely
in favor of Barrack Obama, with
a few small swings here and
there. Which candidate do I
prefer after all is said and done?
Neither.
The man I want for the presidency is a kind of mixture of
the two we actually have. Each
has some points I agree with,
and each has some I disagree
with. For example, I do not
like Obama’s policy for Iran. If
unconditional talking was possible, wouldn’t we have already
done it? I for one am uncomfortable with taking such a lenient stance against a country
that so overtly hostile for us.
Our conditions for talks: Iran
stops its uranium enrichment
program. Iran’s conditions for
talks: US pulls out of Middle
East, and stops supporting Israel. Well, there you have it. Talk
isn’t going to solve anything
here. We can only ask nicely so
many times, and then it’s time
for tougher alternatives. I do
agree with Obama, however,
that its time for Iraq to pull its
own weight. Afghanistan is
where the action needs to be
taken. Overall I am not conﬁhttp://img.timeinc.net/
dent in a great deal of Obama’s
To those of you that haven’t voted yet: You better get on that
proposed foreign policy.

Bias in the news
Matthew Bryant
Staff Writer
The media coverage of this
Presidential election has certainly been interesting, but the
question on everyone’s mind is
– has it been fair? After all, the
media controls the news. The
nightly newscasts by
the “amiable” Katie
Couric, Brian Williams
and Charles Gibson,
once the most inﬂuential resources for world
news, are seen by millions every night. Before television, newspapers had a stranglehold
on the market controlling everything people
read. These mediums
provided total editorial
control over what was
considered “newsworthy”.
Today however,
the internet plays a
much more prominent role.
With the advent of blogs and
personal websites, an individual
can scour the net to get reactions from millions of people.
The internet provides a haven
for people to share their views
without having to deal with real
life. For that reason, it is much
more common for individuals
to be much more critical on the
internet. People can rebut, support or refute anything that happens in the mainstream media.
But is this new medium making
an impact?
It should come as no surprise
to anyone that media organizations like The New York Times,

Los Angeles Times, MSNBC,
FoxNews, ABCNews, CBSNews,
CNN and practically any media
organization are biased. The Politico, a major American political
journalism magazine, recently
admitted to it. John F. Harris and
Jim VandeHei ,The Politico’s editor-in-chief and executive edi-

“

What about the individuals
in these media organizations?
Again, John F. Harris and Jim
VandeHei ﬁll us in: “Based on a
combined 35 years in the news
business we’d take an educated
guess - nothing so scientiﬁc as a
Pew study - that Obama will win
the votes of probably 80 percent
or more of journalists
covering the 2008 election.”
So what makes a story
“newsworthy”? Who can
decide that? Who should
decide that?
Think of all the scandals that John McCain
has been involved in over
this election cycle. He
called Obama “that one”,
was a part of the Keating
Five (in 1989 mind you),
skipped out on The Late
Show with David Letterman and chose Sarah
Palin as his running mate.
(The media loved that last one.)
Now think of all the scandals
Barack Obama has been involved with. There’s Jeremiah
Wright, Michael Pﬂeger, William
Ayers, Bernadine Dohrn, Samantha Powers, Tony Rezko, ACORN
voting fraud, Joe the Plumber’s
“spread the wealth” response
and Joe Biden’s countless gaffes.
Yet McCain’s coverage is overwhelmingly negative?
The issue arises not always in
how the issue is reported, but on
if the issue even gets reported in
the ﬁrst place. With regards to
Barack Obama, it has become
clear that the press is in the bag
for him.

It should come as
no surprise to anyone
that... practically any
media organization is
biased.”

”

tor respectively, said, “OK, let’s
just get this over with: Yes, in the
closing weeks of this election,
John McCain and Sarah Palin are
getting hosed in the press, and at
Politico.”
A meta-analysis done by the
Pew Research Center found that
the media’s coverage of each
Presidential Candidate was also
biased. Stories covering Obama
were positive 36% of the time and
negative 29% of the time. 35% of
the stories on Obama were neutral or mixed. John McCain on
the other hand had 57% of the
stories decidedly negative with
only 14% being positive. Clearly
you can see the distinction.

The Rose Thorn

Epic fail
Hobey Tam
Staff Writer
With the election looming
on November 4, 2008, it is time
for everyone to make a decision on which candidate to vote
for (procrastination is a virtue
– especially here at Rose). The
hard part of voting is to make
an educated vote, not a blind
faith vote. Thus, the make-up
must be removed from each respective candidate – one must
know both sides of the issue.
However, I believe the opinion
section of the Rose Thorn has
been particularly bias towards
McCain. This is to be expected
seeing how Indiana is a red state
and much of the student body
comprises of Republicans. This
is demonstrated by the waves of
Obama bashes that appear week
after week in the Rose Thorn.
To assume that I love Obama
and that I am defending him
in this article is an epic fail
– equivalent to 5 pages of maple
barf. Obama is a novice when
it comes to foreign policy. His
plans and politics all involve
“instilling change” and “creating hope” to even the playing
field for the masses with bad
luck. However, as demonstrated
time and time again, problems
cannot be simply solved by allocating more money because
government programs are inefficient and, many a times,
inefficient. The government
should get out of the way for
private companies and groups
to “instill change” and “create
opportunity” for these masses
because when private groups
take care of business, there is
more incentive for it to succeed
– yielding much more desirable
results (look at education – private schools and charter schools
consistently outscore public
schools). Essentially, Obama
is playing the wrong game. If
he wanted to instill change, he
should have stayed in Chicago
and started more programs.
He should be finding other individuals as ambitious as he is
and changing America directly,
not trying to change the infrastructure from a war of words
and bills in congress. His heart
is in the right place however the
results are not – the part that
matters to the masses he is trying to help. However, I have digressed from my point – I seek
to also remove some make up
off of McCain (all findings are
compiled from AP and McCain’s
campaign website).
Many grill Obama on his liberal views in the Senate and his
ineffectiveness. Although his
“ineffectiveness” is debatable,
McCain’s is not that much more
effective, and may be less effective, given the time he has sat as
a senator. He supported the Line
Item Veto Act of 1996 – a direct
violation of the same Constitution he had sworn to uphold as
a Senator of the United States.
McCain also advocated and
supported the Comprehensive
Immigration Reform Act which
turned out to be a scandal. Implied by his site, he plans to
leave much of No Child Left Behind in place – to say the least
this program is also an epic fail.
Another common stab at
Obama is to crucify him for
his liberal views, however, McCain himself is guilty in some

respects also. Though he claims
to be pro-life, he voted to support stem cell research. Though
he is against the legalization of
homosexual marriages, he has
voted against the Federal Marriage Amendment which would
have limited marriage and the
multitude of laws associated
with it to heterosexuals only.
And let us not forget about
the economy. Obama wants to
raise taxes [Editors note: Only
for those making more than
$250k] - which is one of the
worst fiscal plans to implement
with our economy in its current
state. Raising taxes decreases
consumer spending and, currently, spending must increase
to raise the money multiplier to
jumpstart our stalled economy.
In theory, McCain’s approach
would be desirable – tax less and
spend less. However, he wants to
“see victory in Iraq.” Continuing
the war in Iraq would certainly
not decrease our government
spending and would not result
in the decrease in our taxes. He
opposed the Bush tax cuts first
proposed in 2001 – 2003. However, he voted in affirmation of
the extension of these tax cuts
later in 2006. Despite his advocacy in keeping healthcare in
the private sector, he supports
extensive federal override over
the state override.
McCain also plans to strangle
off pork barrel legislation during his terms in the oval office.
I find that very hard to believe
seeing how he has more lobbyists than any other sitting senator. His waving back and forth
on issues is symptomatic of a
moderate. He will succumb to
popular pressure too easily. He
will ultimately do what the people want, not what they need. He
is not the conservative (or even
Republican – he has gained his
political head way through being a maverick) which he paints
himself up to be – he constantly
exploits his POW status, military
pathos/ethos, etc. In the interest of time, I think I have at least
removed some of the blush and
powder caking McCain’s face.
In essence, this year’s selection in Presidential Candidates
is severely lacking – more so
than the 2004 General Election
(a hard feat to accomplish but
our politicians pulled through).
This election is not about voting for who is best but voting for
who is not as bad – the lesser of
the two evils. However, there is a
way out if you are so fortunate to
have a write in vote on your ballot. Embrace the politically and
economically sound policies of
Ron Paul – a true conservative
- by writing his name on that
blank line. Either that or do us
all a favor and vote into power
Ralph Nadar so we will at least
have the ability to cope with our
government’s epic failures.

Have opinions?
Send them to
opinions@
rose-hulman.edu
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Can you read me now...good. Can you give me money...No?

Time is of the
essence

Noel Spurgeon

This Explains Why Her Story’s Always Late...
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. In a highly unexpected, accidental discovery,
scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have new information that could change the way the world looks at the Internet
forever.
While conducting other, unrelated experiments, some of the
researchers noticed that time spent on the Internet passed far more
quickly than time spent working on their research. Sitting down for
what seemed like only a few minutes, the researchers would log off
to ﬁnd themselves several hours in the future—sometimes so far into
the future they were locked in the building, as the cleaning staff had
already left.
“You can imagine it caused some problems,” said one senior
researcher. “People were losing all sorts of time, nothing was being
accomplished—we ended up having to disconnect from the internet
completely during lab hours, it became so problematic.”
Despite their considerable drop in productivity, though, the
researchers were intrigued, and embarked on a quest for the cause
behind this new phenomenon. In a series of highly controversial
experiments involving a number of undergraduate students, the
researchers determined that logging on to the Internet creates an
abnormality in the fabric of spacetime.
“Basically, time spent on the Internet passes considerably slower
than what would be considered ‘regular’ time,” explained a research
assistant, who preferred to be called Harold. “We’re not sure exactly
of the mechanism, but it has something to do with the expansive
volume of information that ﬂows through the computer. The more
information that goes through the computer, the greater the disparity—World of Warcraft is a great example.” The research assistant
went on to say that the effect was highly localized, and only occurred
when the computer was actually in use.
Although experiencing the time shift caused by Internet usage is
not harmful to most people in and of, it provides a possible explanation for the rapid decrease in productivity experienced at the
beginning of the millennium. As the Internet became more graphics
and information intensive, the time disparity became exponentially
greater until it reached today’s levels. More people spent a greater
amount of time on it, resulting in the subsequent loss of productivity
that plagues many institutions even today.
Researchers are now hard at work on a solution to correct this time
disparity, but until a solution is found, they advise limiting one’s time
on the computer by outside interruption.
“Roommates work well,” said Harold. “Mine throw things at me,
and that helps. But I still try not to spend too much time on the
Internet. I don’t want to log off one day only to discover that I died
while I was leveling up.”

Top Ten Rose
Sociology
Studies

Matt Melton
Beats Studying My Dating Life...

11. What would happen if all Mountain Dew, energy drinks, coffee,
and all other forms of caffeine were removed from campus?
10. Lab Coat Guy, Chem Goggles Guy, who has the best nickname at
Rose? Who knows they actually have one?
9. True Life: Rose-Hulman. Half the drama, one quarter the girls, ten
thousand times the Mountain Dew.
8. One Wow player, one week without a laptop. Will he...gasp!...go
outside?
7. Why this happens: ﬁve guys are talking. A girl walks up. Panic. Can’t
think of what to say…let’s make fun of her! We know how to do that!
6. Why exactly are the odds good but the goods odd?

This Halloween: The
Dead Rise, Mail in
Absentee Ballots

James Zhou
Learning Necromancy With an Occult Manuscript and Three Vials of Epinephrine
Four days before the November 4th election, when the presidential race between Barack Obama and John McCain would come to
a close, a new and previously unexpected bloc of voters has freshly
risen from their graves and crypts with ballots in hand. Across the
nation on Halloween, as the sun set on various cemeteries, sounds
of moving earth and chants of political slogans ﬁll the air. But, what
occult event is behind this mass scale necromancy? And more importantly, who are these previously alive citizens going to vote for?
To ﬁnd out, the Flipside team approached local cemetery curator,
Father Gardener, for his opinion on this event and for his permission
to interview the walking dead. “As a practical man, I am somewhat
upset that the dead left their graves in such an exuberant manner, accidently damaging their own headstones and trampling the cemetery
lawn. As a religious man, I can not help wondering if it is one of the
signs of the apocalypse, even though I have not seen Jesus leading
the risen. However, as a Republican, I am pleased that the dead have
awoken to take to the polls, because if this isn’t a return of traditional
values, I don’t know what is.”
However, the political alignment among the dead would prove to
surprise Father Gardener. The leader of the recently created Dead
for Change group, Swedish immigrant Mike Svemus, who came to
America seeking change from his life as a potato farmer and died
when he was run over by a wagonload of potatoes, disagreed as to
who the dead want as president. “I came over in 1837 looking for
change and just because I’m missing some of my organs don’t mean
I’m going to stop.” he said in a grave voice, “Too long the dead has
been disenfranchised from voting, just because we no longer contribute to society while demanding our descendents take care of our
graves. Anyway, the dead who support McCain are stupid. Don’t they
know how much it would improve America’s image abroad if Obama
was elected? This will ﬁnally convince people that American less
racist than themselves, since the War Between the States obviously
wasn’t enough.”
Both political parties initially blanched at receiving endorsements
from the dead, but once their strategists went over the number of the
new voters, they changed their minds.
“If you think about it, the dead are really the ideal citizens. They’ve
already given their lives to make this country great, they don’t demand a lot of entitlements, and a lot of them are surprised and outraged that the income tax amendment was passed,” said a McCain
campaign worker, who prefers to remain anonymous.
“I actually agree with my Republican counterpart on that. Anyway,
the senior voting bloc is a very sought after constituency. It isn’t such
a far stretch to consider the dead bloc as a sort of extra-senior citizen
group. Anyway, we already registered a bunch of dead people, so now
we can be seen as proactive instead of fraudulent,” said an Obama
campaign worker, who prefers to remain anonymous.

Wacky prof quotes
“Shut up or I’ll shoot you.”
— Dr. Casey, who don’t
take no crap from no one.
“This sentence is missing its
period. Uh-Oh, must be
pregnant.” — Dr. Stienstra, who will no longer be
teaching sex ed...
“So you have two metals and
one of them is wood and
one of them is metal...”
— Dr. Moorehead, master
teacher of materials.
“Hot laser death!” — Dr.
Bryan, you ask him.
“I didn’t ﬁnish your assignment for tomorrow I
was laughing so hard,
you know, evil laughter.”
— Dr. Morris, who at least
has the deceny to tell us
he’s evil well in advance.
“We were extremely generous with the partial
credit. 50 points just
for writing your name.”
— Dr. Serbezov. Please tell
me he teaches ME441...
“Why are we twisting this
tank? To get the anhydrous out to make meth!”
— Dr. Stienstra, attempting to explain his earlier
quote.
“Math needs lasers.” — Dr.
Holder, who should really
meet Dr. Bryan...
“You sniff enough of these
(holds up dry erase marker) and you feel like trying
anything.” — Dr. Bryan,
beginning his adventures
in mathematics.
“It will take the path of
least resistance. It’s the
law of students.” — Dr.
Houghtalen. Few words
could describe how accurate that quote is...

Just when you thought it was
safe in your room....
Just when you though you
couldn’t get enough of crap
like Chucky and Leprechaun...

THE GNOME
Coming to a theatre
near you this Halloween
Nick Easter - Wipes his hard drive like his...windows...

5. Explore the swarm effect: why does a girl on a freshmen ﬂoor immediately become surrounded by guys?
4. If all the Civils left Rose for a week, who would everyone make fun
of?
3. What happens when we add another major to Rose, say…Secondary Education? (Hello nurse!?)
2. Rose Girls: the myths, the realities, and the reasons you get slapped
for talking about it.
1. What if all the power went out for a week…
Good morning to thee Rose-Hulmanites! All hail the fair Matt Melton, courageous writer of all unattributed material. Props to Porthos #3 in thy Top Ten as well. Next for thy Hallowween this Friday the 31st-eth, I suggest one of the following costumes: A transformers costume that actually transforms, a present tagged God’s gift to women, or my personal favorite, a Rose dropout, a.k.a. a Purdue student. I also suggest stopping by a lovely rose halloween party, particularly ones with pirates too. A fake british accent is always in style as well.

